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Buyer Beware! Some individuals are selling “Clone Knuckle Couplers” as Kadee® Couplers! 
We just recently discovered this with our NEM Couplers, and I am sure it has also been going on with our Standard Knuckle Couplers. 

Someone was selling on eBay Kadee® #19 NEM Couplers using Kadee® product descriptions & Kadee® photos. The product listing claims 
the products were Kadee® #19 Couplers, but in fact was a poorly made NEM Clone Knuckle Couplers made in China. This is something that 
people shopping on 3rd party venues, such as Amazon, eBay, or any other 3rd party site that allows anyone to sell on, will have to police and 
report any violations to the third-party venue yourself. Don’t be conned by shady business practices.

Kadee® Couplers are Made 100% in the USA. Kadee® HO Couplers all have Metal Knuckles, with the exception of our 3/4 size old-time 
Plastic Couplers.

Clone Knuckle Couplers only “uncouple”; they don’t allow the coupler to go into the “delay” position where the coupler head pulls towards 
the rail to “spot” cars. Clone Knuckle Couplers come in all different forms, metal* and plastic; most are all plastic, including the knuckle 
that deforms and comes uncoupled very easily from the slick plastic used & inferior spring technology. *I am aware of one Clone Knuckle 
Coupler that is a metal coupler. This clone will only “uncouple” still and has inferior casting and spring technology. As a general rule, if you 
are having problems with an RTR car that came with Knuckle Couplers, the couplers are probably “Knock Off” Knuckle Couplers.

Yes, this is something that needs to be addressed. 

We do not recommend anyone purchasing from 3rd party venues such as Amazon or eBay! Any purchases from 3rd party venues, 
Amazon or eBay don’t have a manufacturer product guarantee, and any product damaged or missing parts must be returned to the seller 
only. There are Hobby Stores and Dealers that sell on Amazon or eBay and we don’t condone these business practices. The majority of damaged 
or missing product requests we get come from people who have purchased from Amazon or eBay. It makes me wonder if the Amazon and eBay 
platforms are being used to dump damaged products on unsuspecting Amazon and eBay customers. 

Remember, if you want Genuine Kadee® Products, you should purchase directly from Kadee® Authorized Dealers and E-Tailers or from 
Kadee’s website, no 3rd party sites. Please remember this when shopping online: Any product damage is the seller’s responsibility, not the 
manufacturer’s, and always purchase shipping insurance to protect against loss or damage.

November 2023

The Coupler People®

Made & Assembled Entirely in the U.S.A.

Kadee® Holiday Schedule
Kadee® will be closed Thanksgiving, November 23rd & Friday the 24th

Christmas, & New Year’s:
(Closing early Dec. 21st ) ~ Closed Dec. 22nd through Jan 1st 

UPS Holiday pick-up / delivery schedule:
To receive your merchandise via UPS or USPS Ground by December 24th ** (dealer discounted shipping rate),

We must receive your order by 11:00 am PST on Wed. December 13th
3-day delivery must be requested by 11:00 am PST Mon. December 18th

(December 20th will be our last official ship day before Christmas)

 ~ Quicker shipping times can be requested at additional fees ~
**DISCLAIMER - We, Kadee, are not responsible for shipping transit times.  Transit times are provided by the carrier,  

excluding weekends and holidays, & vary with package destinations & weather, particularly during peak periods**

Kadee® Holiday Schedule



CNW, DRGW, MKT, MP, SP, SSW, UP, & WP marks are made under trademark license from Union Pacific Railroad Company.  WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts - Not for children under 14 years. Lettering similar to cars shown     *Subject to change without notice.         WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts
Not for children under 14 years.
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November 2023 New Rolling Stock!

HO-Scale Ready-to-Run Rolling Stock
40’ PS-1 Boxcar PS-2 Hopper50’ PS-1 Boxcar

 

Pre-1950 PS-1 Boxcar

Kadee® prides itself in creating and manufacturing premium “RTR” rolling stock as close to scale & detail as possible. Model railroaders can expect only the best quality & 
craftsmanship with every Kadee® quality product. Nothing stacks up to the accuracy, detail, quality, & authenticity of Kadee® Cars over all other “RTR” cars on the market.

NEW
6746 RI #64544 ..............$43.99 
 Chicago Rock Island & Pacific 
 Series: 64500-64599 
 BLT. 1960 -  Factory New 
 Boxcar red

Made & Assembled 
Entirely in the U.S.A.

110123Current In-Stock HO-Scale “RTR” Freight Cars

5326 CNJ #23548 ............................ $43.99

6929 KDC #029.................................$41.99

50’ PS-1 Boxcars 

6026 C&O #21139 ............................ $44.99

6377 ATSF #12688 .......................... $44.99

6417 ACY #3600 .............................. $43.99

7526 MILW #96863 ..........................$45.99

7527 MILW #96438 ..........................$45.99

2003 CU FT. PS-2 Hopper 

8343 M&StL #70351 .........................$44.99 

ACF 11,000 Gallon  
Insulated Tank Car

9020 SILX #101 ............................... $45.95

40’ PS-1 Boxcars

4331 ACY #3454 .............................. $39.95

4333 NH #34006 .............................. $43.99

4334 DSS&A #15052 ...................... $43.99

4335 ATSF #276531 (4332 Blem) ...$41.99

4336 LV #62475 ............................... $43.99
 

6744 NH #40514 .............................. $39.95

6745 D&RGW #63675 ..................... $43.99

6746 RI #64544................................ $43.99

6927 KDC #027................................ $42.95

50-ton AAR “Standard” 
Open Bay Hopper 

7525 GM&O #32487 .........................$42.95


